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Abstract. We present a process algebra for the performance modeling
and evaluation of concurrent systems whose activity durations are ex-
pressed through general probability distributions. We first determine the
class of generalized semi-Markov processes (GSMPs) as being the class
of stochastic processes on which we must rely for performance evaluation
to be possible. Then we argue that in this context the right semantics for
algebraic terms is a variant of the ST semantics which accounts for both
functional and performance aspects. The GSMP based process algebra
we propose is introduced together with its formal semantics, an exam-
ple of performance evaluation, and a notion of probabilistic bisimulation
based equivalence accounting for action durations which is shown to be
a congruence.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to develop a core calculus suitable for the perfor-
mance evaluation of concurrent systems whose activity durations are expressed
through general probability distributions. In order for performance evaluation
to be possible, it is necessary to resort to a class of stochastic processes known
and studied in the literature so that the solution techniques already developed
for such a class can be exploited. In the past five years, a lot of work has been
done in order to enrich the expressiveness of existing process algebras with the
representation of exponentially distributed durations (see e.g. [13, 17, 4, 5, 3]).
These algebras, called Markovian process algebras, have the advantage to rely
on the class of Markov chains, which can be easily analyzed in order to obtain
performance measures. The price to pay is a strong limitation in the expressive-
ness of these algebras, since not even deterministic durations can be represented.
Some previous efforts have been made in order to develop calculi for general dis-
tributions [14, 1, 9, 23, 11], but in these approaches it is not shown on what
underlying well known performance model the calculus is based.

The stochastic processes mainly studied in the literature for performance
evaluation purposes are in increasing order of expressivity: (continuous time)
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Markov chains (MCs), semi-Markov processes (SMPs), and generalized semi-
Markov processes (GSMPs). The difference among them lies in the set of instants
of process life which satisfy the Markov property, i.e. those instants such that
the future behavior of the stochastic process depends only on the current state
of the process and not on its past behavior. For MCs the Markov property holds
in every instant of process life, for SMPs it holds only in the instants of state
change, and for GSMPs it never holds, but can be retrieved through a different
representation of process states (each state is turned into a continuous infinity
of states) by the standard technique of [10].

Since MCs can represent only activities with an exponentially distributed
duration (only these distribution have the required memoryless property), the
only candidates for representing systems with generally distributed durations are
SMPs and GSMPs, and we now show that GSMPs are actually needed for our
purposes. Consider the example of two activities a and b executed in parallel,
the former with a deterministic duration 5 and the latter with a geometrically
distributed duration with parameter 0.5. This situation can be represented in
this way:
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Each state is labeled with the set of activities which are in execution during the
period of time the system sojourns in the state. In the beginning both activities
are in contemporaneous execution and the system sojourns in the first state until
one activity (or both contemporaneously) terminates. When this happens the
system performs the transition labeled with the terminated action(s). Suppose
that a terminates before b and the system reaches the state labeled with b. In this
state the activity b continues its execution until it terminates. As a consequence
the sojourn time of the system in the state labeled with b (which is given by the
residual distribution of activity b) is not determined simply by the fact that the
system is in this state, but depends on the time b has already spent in execution
in the first state. Hence the process is Markovian not even in the instant when
this state is entered.

This example shows that even the simple case of two parallel activities with
generally distributed durations cannot be represented by an SMP. The process
of the example is, instead, a GSMP. This can be seen as follows. If we imagine to
give a different representation of the process where we replace the state labeled
with b with infinitely many states each denoting a different spent lifetime for the
activity b, we can retrieve the Markov property. The sojourn time in each of the
newly derived states would then be determined by the state itself (it would be



given by the distribution of activity b conditioned on a particular value for the
spent lifetime) and not by the previous behavior of the process.

GSMPs have been introduced by Matthes [21]. In our approach we consider
a general definition for GSMPs which leaves out the constraint of [21] that dis-
allows actions to start and terminate at the same instant, imposed in order to
analyze such processes. This because we do not want to restrict a priori the set
of systems that can be modeled by the algebra: we instead treat performance
analysis related problems at the level of the performance model.

A GSMP is a stochastic process defined on a set of states {s | s ∈ S}. In
each state s there is a set of active elements ElSt(s) taken from a set El. Each
element of El has an associated generally distributed lifetime. Whenever in a
state s a set of advancing elements ter contemporaneously terminate, the process
moves to the state s′ ∈ S with a given probability P (s, ter, s′). The transitions
of the GSMP of the previous example have all default probability 1. In the case
there are many transitions that start from a common state s and that refer to
a common set of terminating activities ter (see next example about choice) we
depict a single line starting from s and labeled with ter that branches (in the
point marked with a little bar) in many arrows, each labeled with the probability
associated with the corresponding transition.

By relying on GSMPs, we can sometimes make exact analysis by employing
the notion of insensitivity introduced by Matthes in [21]. The distributions oc-
curring in an insensitive GSMP can be replaced with exponential distributions
with the same mean, so the problem reduces to solve a MC. For GSMPs which
do not respect the constraints considered by Matthes, we can in some cases ob-
tain insensitivity by employing the structural simplification techniques presented
in [15]. These techniques can be combined with approximation techniques such
as i.e. replacing some general distributions with phase-type distributions in order
to obtain the result of insensitivity for the others. In the worst case, with this last
approach all the distributions are replaced by phase-type ones and mathematical
analysis is still possible.

Once recognized that we have to produce a GSMP in order to do mathe-
matical analysis when dealing with general distributions, the problem is how to
develop a calculus suitable for generating GSMPs. The system in the previous
example could be represented by term a.0 ‖ b.0. As far as Markovian process
algebras are concerned, the memoryless property of exponential distributions
allows algebraic terms to be given a simple interleaving semantics. For example,
thanks to this property, it is equivalent to consider the element b as starting in
the first state or in the state labeled with b only. In this way the actions can
be considered as being executed atomically in the state where they terminate
and we have that the expansion law a.0 ‖ b.0 = a.b.0 + b.a.0 still holds (since
the exponential distribution is continuous, a and b cannot terminate at the same
instant). The price to pay for using an interleaving semantics is an unnatural se-
mantics for the alternative composition operator “ + ” which must be resolved
with the race policy. This means e.g. that in term a.0 + b.0 the two actions a
and b are considered as being in parallel execution and the one that terminates



first resolves the choice. However in the context of exponential distributions this
policy can be considered as acceptable since it causes the semantic models of
terms to be adherent to MCs where choices are expressed in the same way.

When general distributions are considered we can no more rely on the mem-
oryless property. In order to describe correctly the parallel execution of actions,
at the semantic level we have to represent actions that start in a certain state,
evolve through several states, and terminate in another state (in the previous
example both a and b start in the first state and may terminate in another state).
Therefore, an action can no more be considered as being executed atomically in
a single transition, but is characterized in the semantics by the two events of
action start and action termination.

Some previous efforts [14, 1, 23] have been made in order to try to adapt
the interleaving semantics to deal with general distributions by considering ac-
tions as starting in the first state they become enabled. In order for the starting
point of actions to be observable the interleaving semantics had to be enriched
with additional information: in [14] transitions are enriched with start references,
in [23] transitions are enriched with information about causality relations among
actions, and in [1] actions must be differently identified with indexes before the
semantic rules are applied. As a matter of fact these semantics are not actually
interleaving since the expansion law a.0 ‖ b.0 = a.b.0 + b.a.0 is no longer valid.
Moreover the unnatural semantics for operator “ + ” can no longer be justified
by the structure of the underlying stochastic process, since contrary to Markov
chains in GSMPs choices and durations are expressed in a separated way. For
example an intuitive semantics of a.0 + b.0 should generate a GSMP like the
following one:
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where the element i is an auxiliary dummy element with zero duration which
causes the process to leave immediately the first state. 2 This GSMP first per-
forms a probabilistic choice between a and b according to probabilities 0.4 and 0.6
and then executes the selected action. This corresponds to using the preselection
policy instead of the race policy to solve choices.

2 An equivalent representation of this GSMP which allows to leave out the element
i can be obtained by associating directly with the states labeled with a and b the
probability of being the initial state (see [7]).



Therefore, when general distributions are considered and actions are no
longer atomic, there is no advantage in trying to keep the semantics in an inter-
leaving atomic form. In fact the need of representing general distributions does
not introduce any great new problem. It is simply sufficient that a standard
semantics is employed where actions are represented at the semantic level as a
combination of action start and action termination and the termination of an
action is uniquely related to its start. A semantics of this kind is the ST se-
mantics (see e.g. [12, 2, 8]). As we will see in Sect. 2, with an ST semantics the
preselection policy is naturally obtained by associating the choice of an action
with the event of action start.

In the light of these observations we note that the two events of start and
termination for timed activities are somehow expressed also in [11], where an
algebra is presented which can represent timed activities through “clocks” and
instantaneous atomic actions. However in this approach the events of start and
termination of a clock are expressed directly within process terms, instead of
being naturally represented at the semantic level as in the ST semantics. In
fact even if the authors recognize the need of a precise description of clocks for
representing general distributions, they still employ an interleaving semantics for
actions, thus creating an unnecessary distiction between actions and clocks. It
is worth noting that in the paradigm of [11] the description of clocks determines
not only the performance of the system but also its functional behavior. In
our approach, instead, specifying performance merely consists of quantifying the
durations of actions.

As a consequence of the previous observations and discussions, in this paper
we propose Generalized Semi-Markovian Process Algebra (GSMPA), a process
algebra defined through a variant of the ST semantics which accounts for both
functional and performance aspects and allows to generate performance models
in the form of GSMPs. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2 we present the semantic model of GSMPA. In Sect. 3 we show how
to specify a system. In Sect. 4 we formally define the semantics for GSMPA. In
Sect. 5 we present an example of performance evaluation. In Sect. 6 we introduce
a probabilistic bisimulation based notion of equivalence for GSMPA which we
show to be a congruence. Finally, in Sect. 7 we report some concluding remarks.

2 A Semantic Model for Durational Actions

The GSMPA semantics is defined by following the variant of the ST semantics
of [2]. The aim of obtaining semantic models which can be easily transformed
into GSMPs determines the choice of a paradigm which relates the termination
of actions with their start through a technique of action identification like that
of [2] rather than e.g. through a mechanism involving pointers like that of [8].
By identifying each action appearing in a process term with a different represen-
tation we can easily map at the semantic level each action to a different element
of a GSMP. The resulting semantic models would then describe the evolution
of actions just as for the elements in a GSMP. In [2] the actions of a term are



distinguished by labeling each of them with a different index before the opera-
tional semantic rules are applied. We employ a different approach for identifying
actions which, among other things, allow for the operational semantics to be
applied directly on process terms.

We first point out that, for the purpose of defining an ST semantics, it is not
necessary to identify every action of a term as a different action. For example two
consecutive actions of a term executed by the same sequential process cannot
be concurrently executed, but are causally related. Thus the two actions cannot
overlap during their execution and once an action has started it must terminate
before the other one can start. Therefore even if the two actions are not distin-
guished by the identification mechanism the event of an action termination is
still uniquely related to the event of its start (there is no ambiguity about which
action is terminating).

As a consequence in our approach we choose to identify actions through their
location, i.e. the position with respect to the parallel composition operators of
the term, thus following the technique introduced in [6]. Since as in [4, 5, 3] we
adopt the CSP [18] synchronization policy for the parallel composition operator,
we have that the actions of the whole system (hereafter called top level actions)
can be formed by the synchronization of several local actions with the same type,
each executed by a single sequential process. We express the location of a top
level action by composing the locations of the related local actions. The set Loc
of action locations is generated by the syntax: loc ::= • | ↙loc | ↘loc | 〈loc|loc〉 . 3

We define the set AId of (top level) action identifiers by AId = AType × Loc
where AType is the set of action types ranged over by a, b, c, . . ..

Example 1. Consider (a.E1 ‖∅ b.E2) ‖{b} b.E3. Then a↙↙ is the identifier of the
action formed by the single local action identified with a executed by the leftmost
sequential process. Moreover b〈↘|〉 is the identifier of the action formed by the
synchronization of the two local actions with type b.

Identifying actions through locations is further justified in the framework
of performance modeling since it allows the compositional specification of action
durations, i.e. it allows to specify the system performance by associating duration
distributions with local actions and by expressing the synchronization paradigm
used for the different action types (see Sect. 3.2 for further details).

Our approach differs from that of [2] also in the way we record in the states of
semantic models the event of an action start. Since in CSP the actions obtained
by synchronization are observable, we cannot simply label in some way the local
action (or the local actions in the syncronization case) within the process term
as done in [2]. Consider for example the term (a.0 ‖∅ a.0) ‖{a}(a.0 ‖∅ a.0). In this
term two actions may start execution before any action terminate. By labeling
local actions inside the term we could not distinguish e.g. if the two actions that
have started are a〈↙|↙〉 and a〈↘|↘〉, or a〈↙|↘〉 and a〈↘|↙〉.

In our approach we keep the information about started actions separated
from terms and we represent the system states by pairs 〈E,Exec〉, where E is a
3 In the following we omit the • when writing locations.



process term and Exec is a label expressing the set of the identifiers of actions in
execution. On the other hand this approach allows to generate semantic models
very similar to GSMPs where states are labeled with active elements, and does
not require the definition of a particular syntax for state terms.

Moreover, the need of obtaining semantic models close to GSMPs has an-
other effect on the definition of GSMPA semantics. In order to define a GSMP
starting from a semantic model we have to describe the system behavior also
in the case of contemporaneous termination of actions. This can be done very
naturally by defining termination transitions as in the step semantics [22]. For
example consider the following GSMPA specification:

a.0 ‖∅ a.0
PDF↙(a) = Det(5),PDF↘(a) = Geom(.5)

where, due to the compositional specification of durations (see Sect. 3.2), we
express the local action durations by referring to the locations of the sequential
processes they belong to. Once the two actions have started execution the sys-
tem reaches the state 〈a.0 ‖∅ a.0, {a↙, a↘}〉. The evolution of this state at the
semantic level is depicted below.

_0 O/ _0  O,||

_0 O/ _0 a||a . , { }O/|| _0_0 .a a, { }

O/|| _0_0 }, a.aa . , {a

PDF (a↙) = Det(5),PDF (a↘) = Geom(.5)

where the transitions presented are termination transitions. In semantic models
the termination transitions are not labeled with terminating actions since this
would be a redundant information. The actions a transition refers to can easily be
derived from the state labels. This semantic model maps directly into the GSMP
presented in Sect. 1 where the element a correspond to action a↙ and the element
b correspond to action a↘. It is worth noting that the termination of both actions
in execution is assumed to be possible irregardless of duration distributions (e.g.
if in the example above PDF↘(a) = Det(4), only the rightmost computation
would be actually possible). This is necessary in order to achieve the congruence
property when defining the notion of equivalence as we will see in Sect. 6.

The last enhancement of the ST semantics we have to make in order to al-
low for performance evaluation concerns the quantification of choices. While in
classical process algebras choices are solved in a purely nondeterministic way,
in GSMPA we need to give a probabilistic quantification of choices in order to
obtain semantic models fully specified from the performance point of view. As
we have already sketched in Sect. 1, in GSMPA choices are solved through the
preselection policy. Each action of a term has an associated weight and choices
among actions are carried out by giving each of them a probability proportional



to its weight. For example, consider the following GSMPA specification:
<a, 2>.E1 +<b, 3>.E2

PDF (a) = Det(5),PDF (b) = Geom(.5)
At the semantic level the system is represented as follows:

, O<a,2>.E  + <b,3>.E1 2

 O,E1  O,E 2

, {b}<b,3>.E 2, {a }<a,2>.E1

2 3

PDF (a) = Det(5),PDF (b) = Geom(.5)

where each transition |−−−−→ represent the event of an action start. Since the
choice of an action for execution corresponds to the event of action start, the
transitions |−−−−→ are labeled with weights and are called choice transitions. Like
termination transitions, choice transitions are not labeled with the starting ac-
tion since this information can easily be derived from the state labels. This
semantic model has a clear correspondence with the GSMP presented in Sect. 1.

3 Specification of a Concurrent System

The specification of a system is composed of the specification of its behavior
(a term of GSMPA) and the specification of the duration of its actions. The
separation of the two specifications reflects the same separation at the semantic
model level stemming from the structure of GSMPs.

3.1 Specification of System Behavior

Representation of Actions Each action is represented as <avloc , w> and con-
sists of a type a, a location loc, a visibility v, and a weight w.

The type and the location of an action together constitute the identifier of
the action as described in Sect. 2. The visibility v of an action specifies if the
action must be executed internally or may synchronize with other actions. In
GSMPA we cannot use a distinguished unique action type for invisible actions
such as the traditional τ , because in case some actions of a process are made
hidden to the environment (by means of the hiding operator “ /L”) we must
preserve the identifiers of actions (which include the action types) in order to
distinguish actions belonging to the internal behavior of the process so that
its performance is modeled correctly. As a consequence, visibility reduces to an
action attribute. We define the set AVis of action visibilities, ranged over by v,
by AVis = {o, h} where o stands for observable (default value) and h stands for
hidden. Moreover we define the set AVId of (top level) action identifiers with



visibility by AVId = AId × AVis. The weight w ∈ RI + of an action is used, as
stated in Sect. 2, for choosing actions according to the preselection policy (the
default value for the weight is 1).

We define the set LAct of local actions by LAct = AType × AVis × RI + and
the set Act of (top-level) actions by Act = AVId × RI +.

Syntax of Terms and Informal Semantics of Operators Let Const be a
set of constants ranged over by A,B,C, . . ., and let ARFun = {ϕ : AType −→
AType} be a set of action relabeling functions.

Definition 1. The set L of process terms of GSMPA is generated by the follow-
ing syntax

E ::= 0 | <av, w>.E | E/L | E[ϕ] | E + E | E ‖S E | A
where <av, w> ∈ LAct and L, S ⊆ AType. Set L will be ranged over by
E,E′, E′′, . . .. We denote by G the set of closed and guarded terms of L.

The meaning of the operators is the standard one (as in CSP/CCS). In
particular it is worth noting that: “ /L” turns the visibility of the actions whose
type belong to L into h, “ [ϕ]” modifies also the type of hidden actions, “ + ”
expresses a choice which is resolved according to the the weights of the actions
executable by the two terms, and “ ‖S ” assignes to an action obtained by
synchronization the product of the weights of the actions that synchronize [24].

3.2 Specification of Action Durations

The durations of the actions are specified in a compositional way as follows.
We identify sequential processes through locations just as we do for actions.

The set PId of process identifiers is generated by the syntax: pid ::= • | pid↙ |
pid↘ . 4 If we denote by Dist the set of probability distribution functions, the
specification of durations includes:

– For every sequential process pid a function PDF pid : AType −→ Dist that
associates with every local action of process pid a duration distribution.

– For any action type a ∈ AType a function PDFSyncha : (Dist × Dist) −→
Dist that determines the duration of an action derived by the synchroniza-
tion of two actions of type a. This operator determines the synchronization
paradigm used for action type a and can be arbitrary (it should be at least
commutative and associative).

When specifying the durations of a concurrent system described by a term
E, what is actually necessary is to specify the durations of the local actions
executable by the sequential processes of E and the synchronization paradigm
for the action types belonging to the synchronization sets occurring in E.
4 Contrary to action locations, process locations are defined through a left recursive

syntax since this is convenient for the definition of the function PDFCalc of Sect. 4.2.
In the following we omit the • when writing process identifiers so that we express a
location in the same way for both actions and processes.



4 Integrated Semantics for GSMPA

In this section we define the integrated semantics for GSMPA. The structure
of this section parallels the structure of the previous one in order to take the
separate specification of behaviors and durations into account.

4.1 Representation of System Behavior

We now define the formal integrated semantics for GSMPA according to Sect. 3.1
in the form of a labeled transition system (LTS) with labeled states 〈E,Exec〉
belonging to the set LabS defined as G ×AVis and with two types of transitions
related to the two events of action beginning and action ending.

Choice transitions represent the choice of actions for execution according to
the preselection policy and are labeled with the weight w associated with the
chosen action. They are represented by the transition relation |−−−−→ defined as
the least subset of LabS × RI +×LabS that satisfies the inference rule in the first
part of Table 1. This rule determines the transitions leaving a state 〈E,Exec〉 be-
ginning from the multiset of choice moves of the state CM (〈E,Exec〉). As in [5]
we represent the choice moves of a state by a multiset since several moves with
the same weight and the same derivative state may be inferred. This multiset is
defined by structural induction as the least element ofMufin(LC×LabS ) satisfy-
ing the rules in the second part of Table 1. 5 A choice move represents the choice
of a single action and is a pair composed of the weight of the action and the state
reached after the choice. Note that in the definition of CM (〈E,Exec〉) we con-
sider only the sets Exec such that 〈E,Exec〉 is actually reachable from an initial
state 〈F, ∅〉. The transition relation is determined from CM (〈E,Exec〉) through
function melt : Mufin(LC × LabS ) −→ Pfin(LC × LabS ), defined in the third
part of Table 1, which merges together the choice moves with the same deriva-
tive state by summing their weights. The auxiliary functions left : P(AVId) −→
P(AVId), right : P(AVId) −→ P(AVId), hide : P(AVId) −→ P(AVId), and
relab : P(AVId) −→ P(AVId) defined in the fourth part of Table 1.

Termination transitions represent the contemporaneous termination of a set
of actions in execution according to the race policy. They are represented by
the transition relation −−−−−→ defined as the least subset of LabS × LabS that
satisfies the inference rule in the first part of Table 2. This rule determines a
transition leaving a state 〈E,Exec〉 (that is reachable from an initial state) for
each nonempty subset Ter of Exec using the function TM (〈E,Exec〉) : P(Exec)−
{∅} −→ G that describes the termination moves of the state. Since there is one
and only one derivative term for each nonempty subset of Exec we represent the
termination moves of a state by a function. This function is defined in the second
part of Table 2 by structural induction on states with a nonempty set Exec.

5 We denote by Mufin(S) the set of finite multiset over S, we use {| and |} as multiset
parentheses, and we use ⊕ to denote multiset union.



(w, 〈E′,Exec′〉) ∈ melt(CM (〈E,Exec〉))
〈E,Exec〉

w

|−−−−→ 〈E′,Exec′〉

CM (〈0, ∅〉) = ∅

CM (〈<av, w>.E, ∅〉) = {| (w, 〈<av, w>.E, {av}〉) |}

CM (〈<av, w>.E, {av}〉) = ∅

CM (〈E/L, hide(Exec, L)〉) = {| (w, 〈E′/L, hide(Exec ∪ {av
loc}, L)〉) |

(w, 〈E′,Exec ∪ {av
loc}〉) ∈ CM (〈E,Exec〉) |}

CM (〈E[ϕ], relab(Exec, ϕ)〉) = {| (w, 〈E′[ϕ], relab(Exec ∪ {av
loc}, ϕ)〉) |

(w, 〈E′,Exec ∪ {av
loc}〉) ∈ CM (〈E,Exec〉) |}

CM (〈E1 + E2, ∅〉) = CM (〈E1, ∅〉)⊕ CM (〈E2, ∅〉)

CM (〈E1 ‖S E2,Exec〉) = {| (w, 〈E′1 ‖S E2,Exec ∪ {av
↙ loc}〉) | (a /∈ S ∨ v = h) ∧

(w, 〈E′1, left(Exec) ∪ {av
loc}〉) ∈ CM (〈E1, left(Exec)〉) |} ⊕

{| (w, 〈E1 ‖S E
′
2,Exec ∪ {av

↘ loc}〉) | (a /∈ S ∨ v = h) ∧
(w, 〈E′2, right(Exec) ∪ {av

loc}〉) ∈ CM (〈E2, right(Exec)〉) |} ⊕
{| (w, 〈E′1 ‖S E

′
2,Exec ∪ {ao

<loc′| loc′′>}〉) | a ∈ S ∧
(w′, 〈E′1, left(Exec) ∪ {ao

loc′}〉) ∈ CM (〈E1, left(Exec)〉) ∧
(w′′, 〈E′2, right(Exec) ∪ {ao

loc′′}〉) ∈ CM (〈E2, right(Exec)〉) ∧
w = w′ · w′′ |}

CM (〈A, ∅〉) = CM (〈E, ∅〉) A
∆
= E

melt(CM ) = {(w, 〈E,Exec〉) | ∃w′ : (w′, 〈E,Exec〉) ∈ CM ∧
w =

∑{|w′′ | (w′′, 〈E,Exec〉) ∈ CM |}}

left(vids) = {av
loc | av

↙loc ∈ vids ∨ ∃loc′ : av
〈loc|loc′〉 ∈ vids}

right(vids) = {av
loc | av

↘loc ∈ vids ∨ ∃loc′ : av
〈loc′|loc〉 ∈ vids}

hide(vids, L) = {ah
loc | av

loc ∈ vids ∧ a ∈ L} ∪ {av
loc ∈ vids | a /∈ L}

relab(vids, ϕ) = {ϕ(a)v
loc | av

loc ∈ vids}

Table 1. Rules for choice transitions



TM (〈E,Exec〉)(Ter) = E′

〈E,Exec〉−−−−−→〈E′,Exec − Ter〉
Ter ⊆ Exec,Ter 6= ∅

TM (〈<av, w>.E, {av}〉)({av}) = E

TM (〈E/L, hide(Exec, L)〉)(hide(Ter , L)) = TM (〈E,Exec〉)(Ter)/L

TM (〈E[ϕ], relab(Exec, ϕ)〉)(relab(Ter , ϕ)) = TM (〈E,Exec〉)(Ter)[ϕ]

TM (〈E1 ‖S E2,Exec〉)(Ter) = E′1 ‖S E
′
2

where :

E′1 ≡
{

TM (〈E1, left(Exec)〉)(left(Ter)) if left(Ter) 6= ∅
E1 if left(Ter) = ∅

E′2 ≡
{

TM (〈E2, right(Exec)〉)(right(Ter)) if right(Ter) 6= ∅
E2 if right(Ter) = ∅

Table 2. Rules for termination transitions

4.2 Computation of Action Durations

The function PDF : AId −→ Dist that assigns to each identifier its distribution
of duration is computed as follows

PDF (aloc) = PDFCalc(aloc , •)
where function PDFCalc : (AId×PId) −→ Dist deals with functions PDFSyncha
and PDF pid, defined at the specification level, in the following way: 6

PDFCalc(a〈loc1|loc2〉, pid) = PDFSyncha(PDFCalc(aloc1 , pid↙),PDFCalc(aloc2 , pid↘))
PDFCalc(a↙loc , pid) = PDFCalc(aloc , pid↙)
PDFCalc(a↘loc , pid) = PDFCalc(aloc , pid↘)

PDFCalc(a, pid) = PDF pid(a)

4.3 Definition of the Integrated Semantics

Definition 2. The integrated semantics of E ∈ G is given by the following tuple
composed of a LTS and a set of duration distributions

I[[E]] = (SE , −−−−−→E , |−−−−→E , rE ;PDFE)
where SE is the set of states reachable from the initial state rE = 〈E, ∅〉 via
|−−−−→E (the restriction of |−−−−→ to SE× RI +×SE) and −−−−−→E (the restriction
of −−−−−→ to SE × SE), and PDFE is the restriction of function PDF to the set
IdsE = {aloc | ∃〈E,Exec〉 ∈ SE , v ∈ AVis : avloc ∈ Exec} of the identifiers of the
actions that may be executed by E.
6 We assume the two functions PDFSyncha and PDF pid to be always defined.



4.4 Functional and Performance Semantics

From the integrated model we can derive by projection a functional model and
a performance model. The functional model is obtained by removing the quan-
titative information related to duration of actions and probability of choices.
The performance model is a GSMP obtained by abstracting from functional
information, i.e. from action types and locations. See [7] for more details.

5 A Simple Example: Queueing Systems M/D/1/2/2

A queueing system (QS for short) [19] is a model largely used for performance
evaluation purposes to represent a service center composed of a waiting queue
and a given number of servers, which provides a certain service (following a given
discipline) to the customers arriving at the service center.

Here we consider a QS M/D/1/2/2 with two classes of customers: it is com-
posed of a single server and a FIFO queue with capacity 1, providing service to
two customers each belonging to a different class. The first (second) customer
stays outside the system for a time exponentially distributed with some parame-
ter λ (µ), then requires service. Service times have a deterministic duration k. If
we represent by w the waiting of a customer outside the system, by e the event
of a customer entering the system, by d the delivery of a customer to the server,
by s the service of a customer, and by l the event of a customer leaving the
system, such a QS can be modeled as follows with GSMPA by compositionally
specifying behaviors and durations:

– QSM/D/1/2/2
∆= (Customer ‖∅ Customer) ‖{e,l}(Queue ‖{d} Server)

PDFSynche = PDFSynch l = PDFSynchd = max 7

• Customer ∆= w.e.l.Customer

PDF↙↙(w) = Exp(λ),PDF↙↙(e) = PDF↙↙(l) = Det(0)
PDF↙↘(w) = Exp(µ),PDF↙↘(e) = PDF↙↘(l) = Det(0)

• Queue ∆= e.d.Queue

PDF↘↙(e) = PDF↘↙(d) = Det(0)

• Server ∆= d.s.l.Server

PDF↘↘(s) = Det(k),PDF↘↘(d) = PDF↘↘(l) = Det(0)

Suppose we want to compute the utilization of the server. The first step consists
of deriving by projection a GSMP from I[[QSM/D/1/2/2]]. The resulting GSMP
is depicted below.

7 Operator max computes the pointwise maximum of two functions.
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PDF (w1) = Exp(λ),PDF (w2) = Exp(µ),PDF (s) = Det(k)

where element w1 corresponds to action w↙↙, element w2 to action w↙↘, and
element s to action s↘↘. Note that actions e, d, and l do not occur since the
GSMP states with zero sojourn time have been eliminated with the technique
presented in [7].

This GSMP is not insensitive due to the behavior of element s in the states
labeled with w1, s and w2, s. By applying the technique of state amalgamation
presented in [15] we merge the state labeled with w1, s with the state labeled
with s it reaches when w1 terminates, and the state labeled with w2, s with
the state labeled with s it reaches when w2 terminates. In this way we obtain
an insensitive GSMP which in this case turns out to be even an SMP. As we
can susbstitute an exponential distribution with rate k−1 for the deterministic
duration k, we obtain a MC. Finally, to compute the utilization of the server we
resort to the technique of rewards as in [3]. With this technique the performance
measure of interest is the weighted sum of the steady state probabilities of the
states of the Markov chain. In our case we have to single out those states in
which the server is providing service. This is accomplished by simply assigning
reward 1 to the states whose label includes s. If e.g. λ = 0.2, µ = 0.1, and k = 3,
the utilization turns out to be 57%.

6 A Notion of Equivalence for GSMPA

In the following we propose a notion of integrated equivalence for GSMPA which
combines a bisimulation in the form of that presented in [2] with the notion
of probabilistic bisimulation proposed in [20]. According to [20], a probabilistic
bisimulation must be an equivalence relation such that two bisimilar terms have
the same aggregated probability to reach the same equivalence class. In the
case of GSMPA, such a notion must be refined in order to take durations into
account. This was a relatively easy task for Markovian process algebras (see
e.g. [17, 16, 5]) thanks to the memoryless property of exponential distributions.
Now, since general distributions are involved, we have to deal with the fact that
the sojourn time in a state depends not only on the duration distributions of
the actions in execution in that state, but also on the spent lifetimes of such
actions. Consequently, the best we can hope for is to equate some pairs of states



whenever we can rely on a correspondence between their sets of actions in exe-
cution (following the approach of [2]) such that matching actions have the same
duration distribution. In order to describe such a correspondence, we define the
notion of consistent action association which relates actions by abstracting from
their locations.

Definition 3. A relation ψ ⊆ AVId × AVId is a consistent location association
if and only if there exist vids1, vids2 ⊆ AVId such that ψ is a bijection from
vids1 to vids2 and

(av1loc1 , b
v2
loc2

) ∈ ψ ⇒ (a = b ∧ v1 = v2 ∧ PDF (aloc1) = PDF (bloc2))

We let Ψ be the set of all consistent location associations.

As in [2] we deal with a family of bisimulations each indexed by a location as-
sociation ψ. A bisimulation Bψ equates two states, whose actions in execution
have been matched according to ψ, whenever they behave the same according to
probabilistic bisimulation as far as choice transitions are concerned, and classi-
cal bisimulation as far as termination transitions are concerned. More precisely
two states are equated if they have: (i) the same aggregated weight to reach
corresponding equivalence classes by choosing actions having the same type, the
same visibility, and the same duration distribution, where classes are related by
a bisimulation indexed by ψ augmented with a pair consisting of two chosen
actions, (ii) the same possibility to reach corresponding equivalence classes by
terminating a set of actions which are pointwise matched in ψ, where classes are
related by a bisimulation indexed by ψ diminished by the terminated actions.

Before defining the equivalence we give some auxiliary definitions. A relation
B over a set A can be seen as representing a correspondence among the elements
of two copies of the same set A in this way: whenever a B b, a is an element of
the first copy of A and b is an element of the second copy of A. If transitivity
is guaranteed such a relation can be seen as representing a bijective mapping
between classes of elements of the first copy of A and classes of elements of the
second copy of A.

Definition 4. Given a set A we say that a relation B ⊆ A×A is a class mapping
over A, denoted B ∈ cmap(A), if and only if B = B ◦ B−1 ◦ B

Proposition 5. Given a set A and a relation B ⊆ A × A we have that B ∈
cmap(A) if and only if either B = ∅ or there is a unique way to find A1, A2 ⊆ A,
π1 partition of A1, π2 partition of A2, and a bijection f : π1 −→ π2 such that:

B =
⋃

(C1,C2)∈f
C1 × C2

Given a class mapping B of a set A, we define crel(B) as the extension to the
whole A of the class bijection f induced by B.

Definition 6. Given a set A and B ∈ cmap(A) we define the class relation
associated with B, denoted crel(B) ⊆ P(A)× P(A) as follows:



– if B = ∅ then crel(B) = ∅,
– otherwise crel(B) = f ∪{(A−A1, ∅), (∅, A−A2)}−{(∅, ∅)} where f , A1 and
A2 are as in the previous proposition.

We are now in a position to define the equivalence for GSMPA.

Definition 7. A strong generalized semi-Markovian bisimulation family (strong
GSMBF) is a Ψ -indexed family B = {Bψ ⊆ LabS × LabS | ψ ∈ Ψ} of relations
over LabS such that:

– I{〈E,Exec〉|E∈G} ⊆ BIExec
∀ Exec ⊆ AVId 8

– s1 Bψ s2 ⇒ s2 Bψ−1 s1 ∀ ψ ∈ Ψ
– s1 Bψ′ s2 ∧ s2 Bψ′′ s3 ⇒ s1 Bψ′◦ψ′′ s3 ∀ ψ′, ψ′′ ∈ Ψ
– (s1, s2) ∈ Bψ ⇒

• s1 ≡ 〈E1, dom(ψ)〉 ∧ s2 ≡ 〈E2, range(ψ)〉
• ∀ (C1, C2) ∈ crel(

⋃
av

loc1
,av

loc2
∈ AVId

PDF(aloc1 )=PDF(aloc2 )

Bψ∪{av
loc1

,av
loc2

})

∑
{|w | ∃s′ ∈ C1 : s1

w

|−−−−→ s′ |} =
∑

{|w | ∃s′ ∈ C2 : s2
w

|−−−−→ s′ |}

• ∀ (C1, C2) ∈ crel(
⋃

nter⊂dom(ψ)

Bψ|nter
) 9

∃s′ ∈ C1 : s1−−−−−→ s′ ⇔ ∃s′ ∈ C2 : s2−−−−−→ s′

Some consequences of the first three conditions are that: ∀Exec ⊆ AVId ,
BIExec is an equivalence relation; ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , Bψ ∈ cmap(LabS ); and that the two
unions appearing in the last two items always result in a class mapping over
LabS .

Proposition 8. Let {Bi | i ∈ I} with Bi = {Bψ,i | ψ ∈ Ψ} be the set of all strong
GSMBFs. Let ∼GSMBF = {∼GSMBF ,ψ| ∼GSMBF ,ψ=

⋃
i∈I
Bψ,i}. Then ∼GSMBF

is the largest strong GSMBF, i.e. for any strong GSMBF B = {Bψ | ψ ∈ Ψ} we
have Bψ ⊆ ∼GSMBF ,ψ ∀ ψ ∈ Ψ .

Definition 9. We define∼GSMBE⊂ G×G, the strong generalized semi-Markovian
bisimulation equivalence (strong GSMBE), as follows:

∼GSMBE= {(E1, E2) ∈ G × G | (<E1, ∅>,<E2, ∅>) ∈ ∼GSMBF ,∅}

Theorem10. ∼GSMBE is a congruence with respect to GSMPA operators and
recursive definitions.

8 IA denotes the identity relation over set A and I∅ = ∅.
9 nter denotes a set of nonterminating actions and ψ |nter the restriction of ψ to the

set nter.



We recall that, as stated in Sect. 2, in order to get a congruence we need
to represent in the semantic models also those computations which are not ac-
tually possible because of timing considerations. As an example consider E1 ≡
(a.c.0 ‖∅ b.c.0) ‖{c} c.0 and E2 ≡ (a.c.0 ‖∅ b.0) ‖{c} c.0 where any a has duration 4
and any b has duration 5. If the possibility of b terminating before a were not
taken into account in the semantics, then it would turn out E1 ∼GSMBE E2 but
E1 ‖{a} 0 6∼GSMBE E2 ‖{a} 0 .

7 Conclusion

As far as future work is concerned, we are following two research directions. Deal-
ing with both continuous and discrete duration distributions in GSMPA has the
potentiality to create a uniform framework for performance evaluation process
algebras and real time process algebras. Preliminary work in this direction can be
found in [7], where we have added to the core calculus presented in this paper
the capability of modeling interrupt mechanisms and we have started investi-
gating how GSMPA scales down to existing deterministically or stochastically
timed process algebras when only some duration distributions are considered.
Another very promising research direction concerns the connection between the
approximation of general distributions through phase type distributions and the
potentiality of the ST semantics to support action refinement. An action with
a phase type duration distribution may be equivalently represented from the
stochastic point of view by a process term employing actions with exponential
distributions only. Since ST semantics supports action refinement, substituting
equivalent terms for actions in a system specification would be correct also from
the functional point of view.
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